LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY TESTING

ILI
During COVID -19
2020-2021
Testing Rooms

- Examinees and Testers wear masks throughout the test.
- Testing cadre and Examinees practice social distancing in Testing Center spaces, including oral test rooms and the reading test room.
- Plexiglas shields in testing rooms provide additional protection.
- Hand sanitizer and disinfecting wipes are available in LTAC space, and in each testing room.
- VTC tests whenever possible.
To instate precautionary measures, but continue testing when needed, ILI

Approved a 12-months extension of language certification scores set to expire in 2020/2021

Began utilizing services of a new contractor to conduct virtual tests.

Conducted F2F tests at ILI according to availability of resources (# rooms, # testers available)
To continue tester certification process and norming of testing practices,

Converted all F2F training into online versions.

- Tester Certification Workshop
- Re-certification Workshop
- Adjunct Testing Certifications